
Discussion Questions

for Helene Wecker’s

The Hidden Palace

These questions from HarperCollins offer things to think about when discussing  Helene
Wecker’s The Hidden Palace.

1. The Hidden Palace begins in 1900 and ends in 1915, as opposed to the single year that
The Golem and the Jinni covers in its characters' lives. Why might the author have
decided to tell this story over a longer span?

2. The prologue to The Hidden Palace describes the famous tale of the Fisherman and the
Jinni from two very different perspectives. How does this brief passage relate to the
novel that follows? Why do you think the author included it?

3. A number of characters in The Hidden Palace take on new names during the course of
the book — or, as with Kreindel, they resist having a new name thrust upon them. What
is the significance of these different name changes? What shifts do they reflect in the
characters' lives?

4. Kreindel's religious upbringing puts her deeply at odds with her surroundings at the
Asylum for Orphaned Hebrews. How might her stay there have been different if Yossele
had not accompanied her?

5. In Chapter 15, we learn that "[f]or all Toby's disappointment in Western Union, he still
believed in the job itself. A message must reach its destination." How did Toby's early life
prepare him for the role of messenger boy? Why does he believe in it so strongly?



6. "Jinn do not have friends," Dima tells Sophia in Chapter 14. "We may be allies, or
enemies, or lovers, but not friends." How does a friend differ from an ally or a lover?
What might it say about jinn society that they have no concept of friendship?

7. The book includes a number of historical events, such as the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and
the sinking of the Titanic, but we don't quite see them as they're happening. Instead, the
author describes the aftermath, or flashes back to the event through a character's
thoughts. Why might she have chosen to do so?

8. Mount Qaf, the mythical homeland of the jinn, is mentioned several times in The Hidden
Palace. What significance does the tale have for the different characters? Is there
anything that unites their different visions of Mount Qaf?

9. We could have tried harder, Chava thinks towards the end of the book when reflecting
upon her relationship with Ahmad. What do you think of Chava and Ahmad's chances as
a couple at the end of The Hidden Palace? Given what they've learned, what might a
future relationship between them look like?

These additional questions were developed by the Jewish Community Library:

1. What role does gender play in the lives of these characters? What expectations do
Kreindel, Chava, Anna and Sophie face? What expectations are the men (Ahmad,
Arbeely, Toby and others) confronted with?

2. Socioeconomic class plays a major role in the experiences of the characters. How would

you describe the effects of class on these experiences and on the choices that are

available to the characters to make for themselves?

3. Each character in the novel is described as being unique in their personalities,

idiosyncrasies, desires and physical abilities and limitations. (see this padlet for a

summary of features of some of the major characters). How do the different characters

in the novel experience their differences from the rest of society and from one another?

How do they balance their own needs and desires with the expectations of their

communities?

4. How do the characters’ physical abilities and limitations relate to understandings of

disability today?

5. Do you think the portrait of this melange of characters accurately reflects (supernatural

abilities aside) the diversity of communities in different parts of the world today?

https://padlet.com/lbrosbe/OBOB2022


6. Yehuda Schaalman, the unnamed villain who haunts Toby’s dreams, is seen as having

created Chava purely for his own personal gain, financial and otherwise. Kreindel and

her father are described as having created Yossele in order to save the Jewish people in

Europe from pogroms. How do you see this dichotomy of good and bad motivations, and

how might the moral spectrum be more complicated than it appears?

7. Kreindel’s experiences—first in her father’s orthodox Jewish community, and then at the

secular Jewish orphanage—inform her character’s development, forcing her to be

fiercely independent while still conforming to a minimum of expectations in her

environment. How do you think Kreindel’s life might have evolved differently were she to

have grown up in a culture more accepting of a variety of Jewish traditions and

experiences? What might her life have looked like in your own community?

8. Ahmad’s epiphany at the end of the novel is that what his palace was missing was the

capacity to support people inside it: “I never accounted for the weight of others, of

people. Of anything that wasn’t itself. That’s what was missing.” (p. 446) How does this

realization relate to the personal growth that the characters experience in the novel?

How might this learning be transferable to our own lives?
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